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1 Introdu tion
This do ument des ribes the pro edure of hanging the mirror (TM) and the re oil mass
(RM) from the intermediate mass (IM). The 3D CAD model used to produ e the images
was provided by Hirata-san at the following lo ation:
Please note the following:
1. Intermediate mass must be assembled with the ex eption of few sub-assemblies:
a) No OSEM ags.
b) Four free threaded holes at the upper side of the IM for atta hment of the
win h xture.
) The lamp assemblies at the sides should not have the lamps in position.
2. The re oil mass should be ready with the OSEMs aligned in position. The OSEM
bodies should be 6.5 mm from the fa e of the ba k ring of the RM.
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2 Bill of materials
1. 4 × ISO 4762 M6×35 mm surfa e treated s rews.
2. Bubble level.
3. 8 × pins part number ALPSTAG10-L20_0-E2_0-A15. These likely ome with the
frame.
4. 2 × C- lamps.
5. 4 × M5 × 45 mm s rews.
6. 4 × M5 plain washers.
7. 4 × ISO 4762 M5 × 30 mm.
8. 4 ×ISO4762 M6×70 mm.
9. 4 × ISO 4762 M12×35 mm s rews. These are for the pillars of the earthquake stop
at the IM level.
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3 Hanging the mirror
1. We begin with the bare frame. Please note the following:
• The base of the frame has four M6 lear holes at the verti es of a 500×400 mm

re tangle. Please use these holes to x the frame on an opti al breadboard or
table using 4× ISO 4762 M6×35 mm surfa e treated s rews (listed in item 1
in Se . 2).
• Use a bubble level to level the base of the frame straight. (Item 2 in Se . 2.)

2. Pla e the earthquake stop ring for the IM on the frame. Set it in position using 8
pins whi h have to be inserted on the frame (item 3 in Se . 2).
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3. Se ure the earthquake stop to the frame with two C- lamps as shown in the ross
se tion view.
C- lamp

PSfrag repla ements

C

C

4. Pla e the IM on top of the earthquake stop. The wire lamps should fa e the sides
of the frame and not to the front or ba k. Note that sin e the frame seems to be
symmetri , the dire tion (front or ba k) from whi h the opti and RM are inserted
will be determined by the orientation of the IM sele ted now.

5. Se ure the IM to the earthquake stop with the following fasteners:
• S rews: 4 × M5 × 45 mm.
• Washers: 4 × M5 plain washers.
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(b)

(a)
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6. Pla e the win h system on top of the IM. Se ure it with the following s rews: 4 ×
ISO 4762 M5 × 30 mm. Remove any peek able lamp from the top of the IM and
move the ables out of the way.

Image
7. Pla e right angle prism (or bubble level) on top of the IM. (The diagram has to be
updated.)

8. Release the fasteners tightened in step 5. Adjust the tilt of the IM by means of
an opti al lever using the ree tion on the prism. Loosen the s rews with the
washers and adjust the tilt with the four full-threaded s rews whi h are inserted
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into the rossed beams of the earthquake stop. On e the IM is straight, fasten the
s rews with the washers to x it in position. The IM must be 2 mm above the
earthquake stop plate and 22 mm above the rossbeam. Use a aliper to measure
these quantities. The height of the IM from the base of the frame should be 786
mm. Use a height gauge to measure it. Also he k yaw. The full-threaded s rews
are ISO4762 M6×70 mm. These s rews will not remain with the payload within
the va uum hamber during operation.

9. Hang a plumb-bob from the magneti damper holder at the bottom of the IM.
Slide the base of the mirror support under the IM and pla e its enter where the
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plumb-bob indi ates. Fix it in pla e with the s rews on the sides.
Fasteners

Plumb-bob

PSfrag repla ements

Fasteners

PSfrag repla ements
10. Pla e the ase with the mirror inside on the table on the support pla ed under the
IM in the previous step. There are s rews to fasten it.

Remove
Remove
PSfrag repla ements

11. Cut two pie es of 2.5 m of 200 µm of piano wire.
12. Bring one end of ea h wire underneath the mirror through the hole in the ase.
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13. Bring the wires through the slits in the lamps all the way up to the win hes.

14. Fold the wires over the win h roller with the grooves and bring them to the roller
with the lamp and x them. Clamps referred to as A in the gure have grooves on
the round fa e whi h an be used to host the wires. In order to do this operation
more omfortably it is possible to use an auxiliary at lamp between the two
rollers, but release it on e the wires are xed. Su h at lamp is not shown in the
gure, but its pla e is indi ated by holes B and C . Rotate the roller to wind the
wire at least one loop. This is to avoid utting the wire with the lamp. There is
at least one person in ea h group who has used the win hes before. (Pi tures taken
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from the e-log entry at http://www2.nao.a .jp/~gw-elog/osl/?r=184.)
A
B

PSfrag repla ements
C

15. Create tension in the pair of wires by pulling them down from below the lamp
assembly in the IM and then softly x them with the upper lamp without the
verti al grooves.

16. At the other side of the payload bring the other two ends of the wires up through
the slit in the lamp all the way to the win hes.
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17. As in step 14, fold the wires over the win h roller. Before lamping them reate
tension by pulling them and making sure they go within the grooves of the four
wire breakers around the TM. The gure shows one wire breaker and the grooves
are learly seen. Note that in reality the glass beads are not as neatly pla ed as
depi ted.

18. Remove or retra t any omponents of the ase that would keep the mirror from
being lifted. Some of the omponents don't seem to be removable, but others do.
(The model does not have OSEM ags or wire breakers. I has to be updated.)
Remove
Can't remove
Can't remove
Remove

Can't remove
PSfrag repla ements

Remove
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19. Release the lamp adjusted in step 15.
20. Lift the mirror slightly with the wires. Do not go very far up. Move the ase to
make the opti hang ompletely free. This will allow us to lift the mirror further
and to align it. (The model does not have OSEM ags or wire breakers. I has to
be updated.)

21. Use the four upper knobs to lift the opti 3 mm from their resting position on the
support. The height of the wire breakers must be 251 mm after lifting. Use a
height gauge. (The model has to be updated.)
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22. Using the knobs also, align the opti with the opti al lever.
23. On e the TM is aligned lose the lower lamps, whi h have grooves. Make sure
the wires are held within the grooves. Do this on both sides of the IM. These
lamps should not be tightened. They should only be losed gently. The
intention is to produ e an elasti deformation of the wires.

24. Che k whether the alignment of the TM hanged. In ase it did, release the lamps
and go ba k to step 22. Otherwise ontinue to the next step.
25. Tighten the upper lamps on both sides of the IM. These lamps do not have
grooves. The aim is to produ e a plasti deformation of the wires in order to hold
the mirror.

26. Remove whatever is ne essary from around the opti in order to bring the RM
around it. (The diagram below has to be updated.)
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27. Pla e the RM with its support on the rails. Adjust the height of the wire breakers
to 251 mm above the table with the height gauge.

Image
28. Bring the RM as lose as possible to the opti without removing the prote tive ase
of the opti . Coarsely set the tilt of the RM by adjusting the s rews at the base
of the support of the RM. A bubble level an be pla ed on the multipurpose ube.
By visual inspe tion align the OSEM avities with the ags on the opti .

Image
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29. Conne t the OSEMs to the satellite boxes and habilitate a suitable readout. Ideally
this should be the digital system. The open voltage should be around 12 V. Have
the alibration urves of the OSEM ready for inspe tion.

Image
30. Bring the RM around the opti until one or more OSEMs deliver approximately
the output expe ted at the nominal position of the ags. Su h voltage should be
approximately 6 V.

Image
31. Close the RM with the front ring. Do not s rew the earthquake stop s rews all the
way in.

32. Clamp the OSEM ribbon ables on the RM ba k ring, on multipurpose ube on top
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and on the sides of the IM. Use stainless steel lips for the multipurpose ube. From
the IM the ables will likely need another an hor point before being onne ted to
the satellite boxes.
33. Cut 2.5 m of 600 µm tungsten wire. We an also try the 650 tungsten µm wire
should the wire breaker allows. (I still have to he k whether the wire breaker
re eives it.)
34. Bring the ends of the wires underneath the RM through the hole in the pedestal.

35. On one side of the payload bring the wires in front of the lamps on he IM all the
way up to the win hes.

36. Fold the wires over the win h roller with the grooves and bring them to the roller
with the lamp and x them. Use the lamp between the two rollers if ne essary
but release it on e the wire is xed.
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Image
37. Create tension in the pair of wires by pulling them down from below the lamp
assembly in the IM and then gently x them with the upper at lamp without
the verti al grooves. The fun tion of the lamp at this stage is only to keep the
tension of the wire above the lamp.

38. At the other side of the payload bring the wires all the way to the win hes.

39. Fold the wires over the win h roller with the grooves and bring them to the roller
with the lamp. Create tension by pulling the wires up, but not enough that would
lift the RM. Make sure the wires go within the grooves of the two wire breakers
around the RM. Fix the wires onto the roller with the lamps. Use the at lamp
in between the two rollers if ne essary.
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40. Remove any omponents of the RM support that would keep it from hanging. (As
far as I understand, in the urrent design there is nothing of this sort.)

Image
41. Pla e prism on top of the multipurpose ube.

42. Release the lamp adjusted in step 37.
43. Bring down the RM support slowly. Do it while looking at the positions of the ags
within the OSEMs. The ags should not ome lose to the OSEM body. If the RM
still omes down with the support in rease the tension in the wires by adjusting
the knobs of the win hes. Bring down the support until the RM hangs.
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44. Using the knobs align the RM with the opti al lever using the ree tion on the
prism. Do this rst in pit h and then in roll by rotating the right angle prism 90
degrees.

Image
45. Measure again the height of the wire breakers. It should be 251 mm.
46. Close the lower lamps, whi h have grooves, in order to x the wires in position (20
mm separation). These lamps should not be tighten strongly, but gently
in order to produ e an elasti

deformation.

47. Che k whether the alignment of the TM hanged. In ase it did, release the lamps
and go ba k to step 43. Otherwise, ontinue to the next step.
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48. Tighten the upper lamps on both lamp assemblies. These lamps do not have
grooves. These lamps are meant to hold the weight of the RM and a plasti
deformation of the wires should be a hieved.

49. Che k the output of the OSEMs. Provided the OSEMs were aligned and set at the
orre t position with respe t to the RM, the ags should be lose to their nominal
positions and the output voltage should be lose to 6 V. If they are not then either
the OSEMs were not aligned when mounted on the RM or the RM is not aligned
with respe t to the TM. In the rst ase please align the OSEMs individually. This
may be hard without the earthquake stop around the RM. So, the earthquake stop
should be assembled now before realignment of the OSEM.
50. The wires an be ut and the win h system an be removed.
51. In ase the earthquake stop was not assembled in step 49, assemble it now.
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